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And what we forget, we forget. And what we remember, we — we? 
Since when is remembering collective? 	 Since, since … since I 
forgot / the time we were together / when I separated from you — 
now all I have to hold is the present separation, without the coming 
into being that is so important, so crucial, so … painful. And so we 
forget? Did you forget me, or did I forget you? I wanted to forget, 
remember.


Remember this: that what I scribbled down for you was so 
unimportant, so invalid, that it ought to have been scratched out and 
never again manipulated. That’s what you did, though. That’s what 
we did, together.


We’re in Berlin. It’s the year 2015. I scribbled down notes to you, I 
wanted to remember, I wanted to tell and retell myself, telling in the 
doing, exclaiming in the doing. Many to-do’s. You are enough. You 
are powerful, can do many things.


And: buy this, do this, do your homework! Remember: 
HOMEWORK!!! Learn German, read words in textbooks and 
regurgitate. (I feel like I might throw up, I just smoked a Golden 
Virginia roll up, it tastes disgusting in my mouth, disgusting, oh my 
lungs.) 


I amassed the notes. My burgeoning ecological and artistic 
consciousness saying “Keep These”. They can be used (like you, us, 
both). You shall eventually use them. Use Them. To undo my being 
used. (I really feel sick now).


My father today tells me he just wants to move on. Why does my 
delusional mother drag him through the dirt so. Such a pest. He just 
wants to move on, with his new family. Wants to forget. Wants things 
to be forgotten. I suppose they cannot be, not when pain happened. 
Happens. My stomach gurgles. Yes, you are right.


Often reparations must be made: personal reparations, familiar 
reparations, national reparations. So I expose myself to you with my 
lists, my notes to self. I show you that they have relevance, that they 
are still relevant. I love them. I gather them, all over my naked body 
in 2-dimensional black and white.







They expose what my naked body does not. My neuroses, my 
inherited neuroses, my assumed neuroses, my assumed inherited 
neuroses. Writing is a freedom. Write it: freedom. From neuroses. 
But it also re-engages them in the doing, doesn’t it? I think it does. 
Unfortunately. When you put it in a page, does it fester, or does it 
breathe better? I write that in a short lyric on my smartphone about 
rage. And perhaps, perhaps it does both. Currently festering and 
breathing as my gurgling stomach demonstrates, bodily. Reaching 
out. Trust me. Hold me. The notes that cover my two dimensional 
body are a form of protection, and a form of exposure, and both 
compete for the varying positions. I wish, I wish I knew how it would 
feel to be free from the notes, or re-manipulate them minus 
manipulation. Don’t we all want that, to be free from the notes? To 
have no more notes, only work. Only beautiful, meaningful work.


